Today’s businesses face a range of key security challenges, which can include anticipating threats, securing complex sites, controlling access to facilities, and monitoring multiple locations, not to mention the need for notifying occupants and stakeholders in the event of an emergency.

Additionally, new technologies are reshaping how we conduct business, making the world a faster and more connected place. Facilities are under pressure to keep pace, especially when it comes to integrating their security systems. Typical facilities have multiple security systems, and managing them independently creates opportunities for error and heightens the potential for a security lapse.

**Holistic, integrated approach**

Forward-thinking organizations recognize that all of their security systems need to be connected and controlled from a single viewpoint. By integrating all of your security components and systems, from simple to complex, you can:

- Enable a unified, coordinated security strategy
- Improve situational awareness
- Better protect your people, property, business, and reputation
A complete portfolio of equipment to support your objectives

A global leader in security, Siemens can provide the equipment, services, and solutions that support your goals. They include:

Video management
- Siveillance Video goes well beyond meeting basic video management requirements. Together with its many third-party integration partners, it delivers comprehensive information you can use to make fast, effective, proactive decisions about your business.
- Cloud Video offers the ease and benefit of off-premise video hosting, reduced capital expense, and streamlined ongoing maintenance costs.

Access control
SiPass® integrated access control offers high level of security without compromising convenience and ease of access for users.

Siveillance Identity™ interfaces Active Directory with Siemens SiPass® integrated access control, to enable the automation of onboarding and offboarding of identities. Self-Service Portal adds an intuitive web-based portal offering in-house access request management across multiple sites.

Security platforms
Powerful incident and command and control management systems offer a one-source management application that combines multiple security systems into one user experience. Offerings include:
- Desigo® CC is an integrated management platform. It combines management of all facility systems with building and campus security add ons, providing a single view with a customizable dashboard.
- Siveillance™ Control is PSIM redefined. It enhances your safety and security decision support processes with intelligent workflows and the most advanced incident handling capabilities on the market.
- Siveillance™ Control Pro is a command and control solution for the most demanding needs. It secures your business through integrated security management with reliable and coordinated response for emergency and routine procedures.

Mass notification
With Desigo Mass Notification, you have an integrated system for quickly and reliably sending your message to the right people, no matter where they are or what they are doing.

Security-as-a-service
While all businesses have a need for security, they don’t always have the internal resources, expertise, and systems necessary to effectively design a security solution and then appropriately support the onsite equipment and software requirements. In these cases, Siemens customers can enjoy the benefits of a security system without dedicating limited resources and funds to the deployment of one. Siemens deploys the right technologies to align with your organizational goals, and then manages, maintains, and monitors those systems on your behalf.